
  



 

MAY 2018 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Welcome to our May 2018 issue of the magazine. 

Another busy month’s involvement in the hobby is past me and I’m looking forward to the next few 
as we approach our third model show.   

I’ve been to two shows in the last couple of weeks, one was at Milton Keynes (travelling with Mark H) 
for the Modelkraft 2018 show. Displaying with Les Garagistes, this was a mostly enjoyable day, with 
the exception of the excessive heat in the building, and what surprisingly turned out to be a smaller 
event than in previous years. The fact that I also bought nothing other than food and drink summed 
up the day for me. Displaying too was our own Lee Gilbert, making a longer journey than my 240 mile 
round trip. It was great to catch up with friends, but ultimately it felt somewhat lacklustre for me.  

My second event was the Tangmere show. Another event where I just spent money on food, but by 
contrast I had thoroughly great time. The weather was superb, making temperatures in the building 
soar, however, by opening the main hall main shutters, this gave an almost alfresco feel and kept the 
heat to a comfortable level. The models on show were great to see, and the atmosphere was vibrant 
and friendly all day. So, what was the difference between the two shows for me? I simply felt that the 
smaller show worked better as it offered more time get around and view the exhibits, interact with 
both more public and fellow modellers and I got to take a good look at the models on show. At MK it 
felt a little more distant, loads more models to see, which I didn’t necessarily get time to view properly 
(or photograph), more people to talk to (didn’t get to speak to Malcolm of MFH) and further to walk 
everywhere (okay, so I need the exercise). In essence, while a large show is normally better, there are 
cases where that can offer less of an enjoyable day for some, including me. Don’t get me wrong, I love 
Telford -the sheer size of the show and the quality of models exhibited is staggering – the shopping is 
outstanding too. The social side is great as well. But you have two days to take it all in. 

This waffle leads me to my point. We are planning to expand our own show in 2019, with a larger 
venue, more clubs and traders, and ultimately more visitors. Going forward I’ll been keen to retain the 
‘large club meeting’ feel to our own show, something that many have complimented us on these past 
few years.  This was echoed by a few that I spoke to at Tangmere, a small event, yes, but ultimately 
perhaps more rewarding for the visiting clubs.      

My productivity in the hobby room has ground to a halt, however, whilst the actual building hiatus 
continues, I have set about restructuring my work space by purchasing some new Hobbyzone storage 
units, 8 in total (and not exactly cheap) which I hope will provide a more organised space to build 
models in. The piles of tools, paints, and products scattered amongst the parts of kits awaiting my 
attention, has gotten so out of hand, I can barely find anything within a few minutes. Will any of this 
expenditure actually increase model production? Only time will tell! One thing’s for sure, at least as I 
write, I can actually see my scalpel and masking tape!  

Paul Adams 

Club President 
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This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern 
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, 
where we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about 
our hobby. We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s 
completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your 
hobby or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn 
up – see the last page for details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 
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CLUB NEWS  

DE HAVILLAND MUSEUM  VISIT –  SHENLEY, LONDON 

A small group of us are planning a visit to the de Havilland museum, located on the north side of the 
M25 and not far it seems from RAF Hendon. 

As you’ll be aware a few of us are building, or planning to build Mosquito’s over the next few months, 
with a view to displaying them at Telford in November. The museum has 3, including the prototype 
and a MKVI. We are hoping to visit this museum and find a few hours to travel south to RAF Hendon 
to take a look around there too. The trip is planned for June, the date yet to be decided. We would 
stress however, that once set, the date will not be altered, as we’ve taken this approach before and 
ended up never visiting our intended destination.  If you are interested in going, please let Tony or 
Paul know as soon as.  

The museum opens at 10:30am – so we’d look at leaving the Romsey area around 08-08:30am on the 
day, which will be a Saturday.  

More information on the museum can be found here: 

https://www.dehavillandmuseum.co.uk/  

 

IPMS SALISBURY MODEL SHOW – JUNE 2ND  2018 

Just a few weeks away now, another superb show looms. We are 
booked in here with 12 foot of table space as usual. This is a great 
local show to do with plenty of clubs and traders present, decent 
food, a competition and normally fine weather.  Parking is free, 
however, I’d suggest arriving early to get a good parking space!  

We’ll see who’s up for going during this months main meeting, 
with the usual liaison on the facebook group page in the days prior 
to thet event.    
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TANGMERE SCALE MODEL SHOW – 5TH MAY 2018 

Tangmere Sector Modellers IPMS  haven’t been around long, just a 
few years, but they certainly went about putting themselves on the 
map in style by holding their first model show at the Tangmere 
Military Aviation Museum, just a stones throw from Chichester.    

The event was to be held inside, and as it turned out, outside of the 
venue, helped in large by the perfect weather which greeted the 
vistiing clubs and traders. I rocked up (I actually just pulled my car 
gently into an available parking space!) around 08:15 to find many 
others had already arrived and were busy unloading their models and 
wears for sale. Additional parking was provided, just off of the old 
airfield perimeter which presented a short walk back to the main hall 
where Romsey would be situated for the day.  

On hand were Tony, Richard, Will, Rob, Keith and myself; With Tony’s 
agreement at the previous club meeting, we were to do a first for 
Romsey – an aircraft only display (certainly by design) – which later proved to be a master stroke of 
organsing! I believe after set up we had squeezed 29 models on the table, including some 1/32nd scale 
models, just  to add a little ‘wow’ factor for the visiting public. With everything in place, we set about 
enjoying the museum, the exhibiting clubs and the food on offer….that last available 11:00am bacon 
sandwich did go down well!  

  

The Romsey table; Unusually we opted for an aircraft only presentation for this show – it worked well and 
provided plenty for the visiting public to view, and it bagged us best display! Popular subjects on the table 
amongst others, were Rob’s bare metal aircraft, Will’s Sunderland, Tony’s Hunter and Richard’s Mosquito 

factory.  

The exhibitors were mostly in the main hall and several others situated in gazebo’s in the car park area 
immediatly outside. The light wind and warm sun most certainly help those who were displaying their 
delicate models, perched precariuosly atop shelving! Outside also were a group of RC aircraft 
modellers, several clubs, a barbeque, and located with the separate meeting hall were another two 
clubs and two traders. The cold war hall and WWII hall were not use on this occasion, though it appears 
the former will be used in for future events.  The event was very busy from the off, and despite out 
location at the back of the speed record Hawker Hunter, we recieved plenty of visitors  all day to keep 
us chatting about our models and the work that went into them.   

The relaxed atmosphere was evident throughout the day as I had many a good natter with modellers 
about their work,  took plenty of photos and had a few strolls around the museum and recalled our 
club visit there in 2010.  
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The tombola tempted many as there were some great prizes, but alas I drew a blank on my £2 stake. 
Indeed, I also was unlucky not to win a single thing on the raffle, unlike the other ‘Adams’ as he won 
a rather nice Gas Patch kit of the 1//48th Henschel.   At least I kept up my losing streak of never winning 
on raffles! Talking of winnning – we won best display for our aircraft only effort and a lovely trophy 
was presented by Peter of MAN Models. It capped off a great day out with the club, a rewarding one 
too. Indeed, master modeller Richard Francis walked off with Best Modeller for what was an 
outstanding individual display of modelling talent. His cutaway models were both insprational and 
jawdropping.  
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Incidentally, while strolling around the museum, it was good to see the models that we had donated 
in 2010 to the cold war hall in the form of 13 1/72nd scale Warsaw Pact aircraft. They still were holding 
up well, and appeared in great condition.  

The show closed at 5:00pm and we were soon on our way home. An excellent event, well run with 
plenty of terrific models on show, some superb full size exhibits to drool over and a nice crowd in too. 
Roll on next year.       

  

The winning team (minus Keith) stand proud behind the club table; and the lovely trophy donated by MAN models. 
Photos courtesy of Richard Spreckley. 
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AIRFIX MCDONALD DOUGLAS PHANTOM II FG.1  
TONY ADAMS 

 

I have been waiting for this kit ever since the test shots were displayed at Telford 2016 , I had hoped 
this would be my Xmas 2017 project but as per normal the ship date slipped into 2018. Still the kit did 
arrive just as I completed my 1/48 Typhoon (I must write that up sometime), so it made its way straight 
to the head of my build queue and onto my workbench. I have purchased 2 kits intending to make one 
as a Royal Navy bird and the other as a RAF aircraft. No doubt Airfix will release a RAF boxing shortly 
and a FG.2 but I thought I would get ahead of the crowd by building the RAF version first. I. A Xtradecal 
sheet ( X72282) provided me with a number of options , including FG.1 aircraft that had previously 
served with the RN and were transferred when Ark Royal was decommissioned, this allows me to build 
the same aircraft in two schemes (similar to my Shackleton build). 

ONTO THE BUILD 

The kit itself is 
presented as per  
Airfix’s recent 
releases, in a strong 
top opening box with 
attractive artwork. 
Opening the box revels 
it is full of sprues, 
providing numerous 
options for building 
and posing the model.  

I think you could 
probably build this kit 10 times and not have two in the same configuration. Alternate parts are 
included for weapons (live Sparrows or drill rounds, three tanks, Sidewinders, thousand pound bombs 
(x4) or naval type rocket pods (x4), open or closed canopies, tail fins with or without the RWR fairing 
on top, extended or retracted inflight refuelling probe, alternate wing tips for extended or folded, 
straight nose or folded or folded with radar displayed, extended or normal nose wheel leg, and flaps, 
slats and tail planes set for flight, take off or parked… phew 

The surfaces are very nicely indented with fine panel lines and other detail, and there is nice cockpit 
detail, full intake trunking, and detailed radar unit.  

Three Royal Navy options are included, all in the same sea gray scheme along with a shit load of 
stencils (see later). 
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While the cockpit detail is Ok I wanted to make the ejection seats look a bit more busy, at the time 
the Eduard etch set for this model was several weeks from being released so I cheated and purchased 
a Eduard set for the Hasegawa F-4J, no doubt the use of this will be sacrilegious to Phantom 
Aficionados (you know who you are -Phil), but it does it for me (and it was much cheaper). 

 

 

 

Adding the Eduard parts upgraded the ejection seats considerably 

 

At the closing of the cockpit, my troubles began. I don’t know if the etch threw something out or I 
made a mistake in the build but the fuselage just wouldn’t go together correctly. There was a 
significant gap in the front wheel well and a bulge in around the cockpit tub, something was obviously 
wrong. I pushed and pulled, shaving bits of here and there and sort of got things together but it 
certainly the precise fit I was expecting, filler was definitely called for particular around the intakes. 

  

 

 

As the etch set wasn’t designed for the kit there required a considerable amount to fettling o get it to fit but I 
was quite pleased with the result once the cockpit came together. 
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Trying to get the fuselage together, this required more fettling than normal and left plenty of gaps that needed filling. 

The leading edge slats can be represented straight or down, by fitting different parts, however the 
straight ones don’t seem to fit well and required yet more filter and sanding before they conformed 
to the wing profile. 

 

After a lot of work the gaps were filled and sanded ready for paint 
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The front transparency was masked and fitted, this required 
more filler, I used the closed canopy as a mask for the 

cockpit 

The model was painted with black Mr Surfacer 1500, this 
identified further imperfections in the finish , so more filler 

and rubbing down was required, 

 

When I was happy, some missing panel lines were re-scribed and a black primer coat ( Mr Surfacer 
1500 ) sprayed. The primer coat was rubbed down with 3000 grit micromesh until it had an uniform 
gloss finish. 

 

The wheel bays were sprayed white 
(Tamiya fine white primer) and 
masked using the parts for closed 
wheel bays.  

The bare metal parts on the fin and 
exhausts were masked and sprayed 
with Alclad Aluminium.  
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It was now time to add the main paint colours, using the black basing technique I have used as 
standard recently. 

First a blochy layer is layed down in random areas all over the model  

 

Then the areas were blended using a thinned mix 60% thinners which unifies the paint work but still 
leaves subtle variations in colour. 

 

Once the bottom surfaces were dry they were masked and the top surfaces sprayed in the same way 
using Mr Color Barley Gray. The nose cone was sprayed Medium Sea Gray 
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The aircraft spine was masked and sprayed black, there was some doubt as to the line of the black 
demarcation, after finding photos of the real aircraft, I changed the line so that it sat further down the 
fuselage. 

 

 

The original black spine was changed after I found this photo of the real aircraft 
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The model was then given several coats of Klear floor polish, I again used micro mesh to get a high 
gloss finish ready for the decals. 

The Xtradecal decals gave no problems, it was a bit tricky to cut the large yellow tail decal around the 
tail fins, and there was a small gap that needed some touching up with yellow paint. 

Once the main decals were on, I had three evenings applying the many (200+) stencils to the airframe.   
Once complete the decals were sealed with more coats of Klear. 

 

Soooo many decals! 

  

Flory dark wash added to bring out the panel lines 
 
 
 

I had assumed that the decals were well protected 
by the gloss coat, unfortunately while wiping off the 
wash I damaged the port serial number (Bum.. I will 

have to buy another decal sheet to replace it) 
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I used various Tamiya clear paints (red , blue, green and smoke) to discolour the area affected by the 
exhaust gasses  

I had built the weapons as the build proceeded so they were ready to fit once the main build was 
complete. I had broken the sensor tubes mounted on the tail while handling the model, these were 

replaced with brass tube. 

 

 

Brass rods replaced the tail sensors Cockpit parts fitted 

 

CONCLUSION 

I am reasonably pleased with the outcome, there are a number of rough areas on the model and I 
know there a few historical errors on the aircraft but it looks like a Phantom. I have now started a new 
project that will take several months , once that is complete I may be in the mood to tackle the RN 
Phantom which hopefully will go a bit smoother than this build. 
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KITASTROPHIK KOGITATIONS     

GRAY SHARPLING  

A (hopefully) regular monthly column 

I’m stretching myself, but I am still managing to come up with alliterative sub-titles, although I could 
also have called this month’s article “Shrinking the Stash” as, over the past few months, especially 
with the result of the builds below, I have managed to make a reasonable dent in the piles of boxes 
scattered in every corner of my man-cave.  I was forced to take a small hiatus in the below builds, but 
that was just “Real Life™” getting a bit busy (hopefully temporarily) rather than any lack of enthusiasm 
or mojo on my part; but it does mean I have caught-up with myself on articles for Tony, and no longer 
have anything “in hand”. 

This month is a report on my continuing Bandai Star Wars phase, which really does seem to be helping 
me get my modelling-mojo back.  So I am building what I feel like building, purely for myself, and not 
even thinking about potential Romsey club competitions at the moment.  As Paul put it, I needed some 
“therapy kits”.  I have managed to collect quite a few of the Bandai Stars Wars kits over the past couple 
of years, so I thought I ought to actually build some instead of just admiring the way they prevented 
me from getting to my bookshelves. 

 TIE TRIO 

Bandai 1/72nd Star Wars TIE Advanced, TIE 
Interceptor, and TIE Striker 

I am merging my build of all three of these little 
ships into one article, although I actually built 
the TIE Advanced on its own first, and then did 
the Interceptor and Striker in parallel. 

The TIE Advanced was Darth Vader’s personal 
ship seen in the first Star Wars movie “A New 
Hope”.  The film-makers wanted some way to 
visually identify the main villain’s ship from the 
minions, and so they came up with the excuse 
that Vader would have the very latest advanced 
prototype, and not just another standard TIE.  I 
had already built Bandai’s standard TIE Fighter 
and it was a great fun little kit.  See the July 2016 
issue of The Romsey Modeller if you are 
interested in seeing how that came out.  I won’t 
repeat too much here of what I did then, but I 
used many of the same techniques this time 
around. 

For example, I had lots of my custom-mix paint 
left over.  Depending on which film you watch, 
TIE’s seem to change colour subtly, so it’s pretty 
subjective.  My choice was a 2:1 mix of Tamiya 
XF2 Flat White and XF19 Sky Grey for the main 
fuselage.  The subtly darker contrast panels on 
the fuselage were straight XF19 Sky Grey, 
cockpit interiors were XF24 Dark Grey, and the 
solar panels were all plain XF1 Flat Black. 

For Vader’s TIE Advanced, Bandai had used 
some extremely clever moulding technology.  
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With their aim of making their kits so the builder did not need to paint the kit at all if they didn’t want, 
the solar panels were each moulded as one complete piece, with the frames and panels moulded in-
place in two difference colours.  How Bandai manage this is beyond me, but it is utterly ingenious.  As 
I was going to be painting my kits, this was a little pointless to me personally, and actually made things 
slightly more awkward when it came to painting, but it didn’t stop me admiring the moulding 
technology it must have taken.  The only down-point was that there were four tiny injection-gates 
visible on each panel-section where the black plastic flowed through the grey plastic to reach the inner 
section.  Bandai provided decals or stickers to cover these injection gates for the more basic modeller, 
but I would be painting mine of course. 

  

Three-colour injection moulding on-the-sprue.  Very 
clever, but the visible gating of the black through the 
grey gave rise to vocal objections from the modelling 

community. 

The solar panels of the TIE Interceptor (left) compared 
to those of the TIE Striker (right).  Quite a size 

difference! 
 

To make my life easy, and help with the intricate masking of the canopy windows and hatch etc., I 
admit did invest in the pre-cut masks from GreenStrawberry.  This new Czech after-market company 
also does photo-etch brass sets for most of the Bandai Star wars kits, but for all the TIE’s this is mainly 
for the cockpit interiors, which I knew from previous experience is all but invisible once the spacecraft 
are closed-up, and would therefore be pointless.  So I saved my money.  Also, knowing how little of 
the cockpit interior ends up being visible, I spent a lot less time on that area this time around.  I did 
apply the interior instrument-panel decals to the cockpit walls, and dry-brushed some high-lights on 
the areas that would be visible immediately behind the front window, but otherwise I didn’t bother 
with the washes and most of the other dry-brushing that I had done last time.  I knew it would be 
almost totally hidden in the end, and so would have been a complete waste of time and energy.  At 
the current stage of my “modelling-PTSD recovery”, I’m all about making life easy for myself. 

  
TIE Advanced cockpit completed and ready to go into 

the fuselage.  This completed sub-assembly was 
completely interchangeable with the same sub-

assembly from the Interceptor. 

TIE Advanced fuselage coming together.  Completely 
different method of construction compared to the old 

MPC kit from 1978.  Tamiya Cement bottle for size. 
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Because the solar panels of the TIE Advanced were moulded in one piece, I used the GreenStrawberry 
pre-cut masks to mask-off the solar arrays after I had painted them black, so I could re-paint the panel-
frames in my custom light grey mix.  This wasn’t necessary on the Interceptor or Striker as, on both of 
those, the frames were separate pieces to the panels.  So the supplied solar-panel masks in the 
GreenStrawberry mask-sets for those two kits stayed pristine in their packets.  The TIE Advanced was 
the very first ever Star Wars kit Bandai released when they got the licence, and the integral-moulding 
of the two-colour panels got vociferous complaints online from modellers.  So I guess Bandai actually 
listened to their customers (usually almost unheard of!) when designing the later-released TIE fighter 
variants. 

I had seen a build of the TIE Striker online where the modeller had gone-to-town and done a superb 
job of giving each and every panel a subtly different shade, and was weathered and paint-chipped 
beautifully.  Don’t get me wrong, he had done a brilliant job.  Except that I don’t recall seeing any TIE’s 
in any movie being that weathered and beaten-up?  The Empire seems to take pretty good care of its 
spacecraft, and so I very deliberately kept all weathering to a minimum, just enough to emphasise 
panel-lines and the “greebly” details with a light wash. 

  
GreenStrawberry masks on the windows saved a lot of 

time and effort.  Note the slight size difference 
between the Interceptor (left) and Striker (right). 

 

Minor cockpit differences between the Interceptor (or 
Advanced; left) and the Striker (right).  Although the 

Advanced and Interceptor cockpits were 
interchangeable, the Striker wasn’t. 

At first I thought that many of the parts were completely interchangeable, one kit to another, but this 
proved to not be entirely true.  The cockpit interiors of the TIE Advanced and Interceptor (and probably 
the standard version I had built a couple of years ago) looked like they were identical across models.  
Similarly, the fuselage body looked like it was probably identical between the TIE Interceptor and the 
standard TIE.  But there the similarities ended.  Although the inner-cockpit of the TIE Striker looked 
extremely similar, it was actually just a couple of millimetres smaller than the others!  Plus, to fit into 
the long sausage-shaped fuselage, it had no lugs on the outside.  Same with the hatches and main 
windows - these looked the same between the TIE Advanced and the Interceptor (and probably 
standard TIE also), but was measurably smaller on the Striker.  This all meant that, for what looked 
like common parts across the models, I actually had to be quite careful to keep them separate and 
make sure I knew which model which parts were destined for. 

  
Major sub-assemblies ready for final construction. Done.  The Striker is huge in comparison. 
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No such problems with the solar-panel “wings”, which were all completely different between variants.  
Especially the TIE Striker, which was considerably larger than all the others. 

 

TIE Advanced 

 

 

TIE Interceptor (my personal favourite of all the TIE family). 
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TIE Striker – surprisingly un-photogenic.  It was hard to get a good angle where it looked OK. 
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The “TIE Trio” completed. 

 

These are all of Bandai’s currently available “classic era” TIE fighters (ie: excluding the new “First 
Order” era movies, with their reversed gun-metal-black and silver/white coloured ships).  Star Wars 
fans are now eagerly waiting for Bandai to release the last two ships to complete the “classic era” TIE 
family.  Firstly, and most desperately wanted, is the TIE Bomber.  This has only been available in 
expensive and hard to find resin versions previously.  Surprisingly even Revell’s woeful (and randomly 
scaled) Star Wars models have never covered this subject as far as I am aware.  So the fan-pressure 
on Bandai for this one is high.  Lastly is the TIE Reaper troop-carrier from the Rogue One movie.  “Blink 
and you miss it” on screen, I personally think it’s much better looking than the smaller(!) TIE Striker 
from the same movie, which has just as little screen-time. 

  
TIE Bomber from The Empire Strikes Back TIE Reaper troop-carrier from Rogue One 
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USS KIDD (DD661) US FLETCHER CLASS DESTROYER  
A REPORT FROM MARK HUSBAND IN BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA 

I recently made an overseas visit to one of the few remaining Fletcher class destroyers left in the 
United States. Upon flying into New Orleans I hired a car and drove some 70 miles up the interstate 
to Baton Rouge. The USS Kidd (circa 1943) is quite special inasmuch that she has been preserved in 
her final 1945 wartime configuration; this is quite unusual as many ships that survived World War Two 
that went on to give further service were often either altered or modernised in respect of their 
principle armament, electronics,  radar fit and so on and so forth. The USS Kidd is moored on the 
Mississippi River at Baton Rouge, Louisiana just north of the main interstate road bridge alongside the 
Louisiana veteran’s memorial museum; USS Kidd is named after Rear Admiral Isaac Campbell Kidd who 
was killed on the bridge of the Battleship USS Arizona on December 7th 1941 during the surprise 
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour.  

 

USS Kidd at Baton Rouge, Louisiana May 2nd 2018 

The ship was taken out of service with the US Navy for the last time in 1964 and spent just over ten 
years idling at the Philadelphia inactive ship maintenance facility. In 1983 with help from the Louisiana 
state, funding was provided to bring her up the Mississippi River to Baton Rouge where a special cradle 
was built that she sits in to help overcome a thirty foot rise and fall in the water levels on the river. 
When the tide recedes the ship settles on keel blocks set in the river bed which then allows for an 
inspection of the hull propellers and rudder. At the time of my visit in early May I was lucky to see her 
fully afloat.  

Entrance to the impressive veterans’ museum and the ship costs a mere $10 and once in possession 
of a boarding pass I wasted no time in getting aboard. The first thing you notice is that the USS Kidd 
has a flush deck by design, the sheer of the hull and camber of the deck are very evident as you wander 
round at will. The preservation job that has been done here is unbelievable; it looks and feels just like 
the crew have recently walked off the ship, maybe hours ago…uniforms hang in cabins, tin helmets on 
hooks and personal effects in the crews quarters all make for an authentic restoration.   

With plenty of time on hand I managed to visit and photograph just about every accessible area of the 
ship, including the 5 inch gun mountings, crew berthing spaces, main galley, sick bay, radar room, CIC 
plot, ships office, generator rooms, shell hoist for the 5inch magazines, officers’ quarters, all main and 
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upper deck areas including the fantail, pilothouse, torpedo tubes, depth charges, and the numerous 
single 20mm and twin 40mm Bofors anti-aircraft gun mountings. 

For model makers I can report the ship is painted in measure 22 camouflage that is to say a graded 
system of paintwork, Navy Blue (5-N) on the hull horizontal to the lowest point of the sheer. Haze grey 
(5-H) on all vertical surfaces above the lowest point of the sheer and deck blue (20-B) on all decks and 
horizontal surfaces including the roof of the 5inch mountings.  Any club member who is considering 
building the Revel l 1/144th or Tamiya 1/350th kit feel free to contact me for any reference photographs 
- I would be happy to help, albeit those 2 kits I mention depict the slightly earlier ‘round bridge 
Fletcher’ type as opposed the later square bridged type like the USS Kidd. 

 

Boarding the ship via the starboard quarter walkway 

  

Forward 5” 38 Cal gun mountings Midships 40mm twin Bofors mounting 
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Aft set of 21 inch torpedo tubes and training gear   

The Ship is looked after by a small but highly dedicated team of volunteers and veterans, I was lucky 
enough to meet the ship superintendent, Tim NesSmith who was on board at the time of my visit. Tim 
has spent the last 22 years with fellow enthusiasts working on the restoration project to bring the USS 
Kidd up to the fine condition that she can be seen in today as she rests quietly on the Mississippi. It 
was whilst listening to his many tales about his time working aboard the ship he that he decided to 
show me round a bit further. The main engine and boiler rooms (known as machinery space and 
firerooms in the US Navy) are closed to the public due to the fact that they are difficult to visit by way 
of simple practicality, but exceptions are sometimes made and it seemed it was my lucky day. The 
slightest mention of being ex-Royal Navy had Tim unlocking the access manhole cover to the forward 
engine room and inviting me down for a look around. Descending down a vertical iron ladder into the 
depths below was really quite fascinating and, not unexpectedly like most ships engine rooms of this 
period and type conditions were cramped as we navigated round the complex machinery spaces on 
the narrow walkways and tread plates. Following on from the engine room next stop was the equally 
impressive firerooms before finally heading shore side for a look round the veterans’ museum.   #  

USS Kidd DD661 Specifications as built by Federal Shipbuilding Co; New Jersey 1942-43 

Displacement: 2,150 tons  

Dimensions:  Length overall  376’ Beam 39’ Draught approx 15 feet 

Engines: Two sets of geared turbines each developing 30,000 SHP  

Two General Electric high pressure turbines 23,000 SHP plus DE-Laval reduction gears 

 4 Babcock and Wilcox 3 drum boilers, two shafts,   

Designed speed:  37.5kts 

Armament as built: Five 5” /38cal guns in single Mk30 mounts 

Six 40mm Bofors and Ten 20mm Oerlikon anti-aircraft guns 

Torpedo Battery of Ten 21” tubes plus a number of depth charge throwers and tracks 
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Forward engine room and machinery space including the main engine controls and throttle wheels 

 

Quite clearly the ship would not be in 
the condition she can be seen in 
today without all the hard work of a 
small retained maintenance crew 
plus the volunteers and veterans 
alike who freely give their time to 
keep her as shipshape as possible. It 
felt a real privilege to go aboard a 
ship that had seen so much action in 
the Pacific theatre during world war 
two Kidd was involved in operations 
off Rabaul, Tarawa, Bougainville, the 
Marshall Islands and Gaum. Finally in 
April 1945 whilst operating as an air 
warning radar picket during the 
assault on Okinawa she was struck 
by a Zero type Kamikaze that killed 
38 of her crew and wounded 55 

more. 

 

Details can be found here…. 

http://www.usskidd.com/home.html 

Louisiana Veterans memorial Museum in Baton Rouge 305, 6220, S River Rd, Baton Rouge, LA 70802, United 
States 

Mark Husband May 2018 

  

  

http://www.usskidd.com/home.html
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GROUP BUILD NO 3 TIGER 131 PART 1  
MALCOLM GRANT 

THE PROJECT 

Well Yes! It’s that time of year 
when the Romsey Model Club 
group build projects start, and for 
this year the project that has 
been chosen is the Bovington 
Tank Museum’s  own Tiger I 
“131”. This tank was the first ever 
Tiger I to be captured (by the 
British of course), in Tunisia in 
1943.This tank is the only fully 
working Tiger tank in the world, 
after twelve years of restoration 
work. The group build will feature 
the tank’s capture in a diorama, 
and hopefully will be displayed at 
the Bovington museum show in 
October this year.  

THE BUILD 

The model kit that we have chosen to build, is the Dragon Tiger I “131” (No 6820) which was released 
in 2015. To rave reviews, I have previously built the Dragon Late Production Tiger (No 6416) in 2007, 
some 10 years ago, and was 
overwhelmed with the quality of the 
engineering that went into the kit. With 
over 600 parts and 27 different sprues 
crammed into the box, the task will be 
like building the real vehicle!   

Our model will have replacement metal 
tracks and an aluminium gun barrel to 
replace the plastic ones supplied with 
the kit. I have found in my box of spare a 
set of photo-etched brass replacement 
mud guards and exhaust shields that will 
be used with this build. Also in the 
diorama will be a minimart Dingo 
armoured car and British soldiers 
(Desert Rats) from MasterBox /MinArt 
examining the Tiger. 

GETTING STARTED 

I started the build with the chassis. But unfortunately the chassis was slightly warped due to the box 
that was positively bursting with the parts crammed into it. Sellotape, masking tape, bluTak and of 
course superglue fixed the problem, allowing the repositioned chassis to set untwisted overnight. 

The build went together like a dream, as I have said before with excellent fitting parts and ground 
breaking engineering solutions. One problem, was some of the sprues where double numbered, so 
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you had two “C” and two “D” sprues, but each one was different!  You also had to carefully check that 
the part was part number M31 and NOT N31 as Dragon kits tend to use parts from previous models.  

The only filler that was used on the 
build (I use car body workshop 
cellulose stopper), was a very slight 
touch on the front plate and rear 
panel to fill small gaps resulting from 
the warping issue mentioned earlier. 
Not too bad for a model build 
straight out of the box. 

A case of micro surgery followed; in 
order to secure the air filter hoses. 
All four filter hoses had to line up 
with the two air filters and the vent 
that goes into the engine deck. The 
trick here was to secure the air filters 
first then slowly root the hoses one 
by one., making sure they all lined up 

together . Not as per instructions! 

The last part of the build was the road wheels, all 48 of them, plus the drive sprockets and idle wheels. 
Yes that is 52 altogether. Each one had to be cleaned up as each wheel had four sprue attachment 
points! 

The Tiger wheel arrangement is very complex and much time was needed to study and follow the 
instructions, as there are four different types of road wheel. 

TUNISIA AND BEYOND 

As I have already mentioned 
this is another excellent 
model from Dragon. An 
enjoyable build straight out of 
the box and a real pleasure 
when every part fits together 
exactly. To show how 
outstanding the detail is on 
this model, Dragon have even 
included the maker’s name 
and tyre size on the tyre rim!! 
It just puts other Tiger kits to 
shame.  I give it 10 out of 10. 

By the time this article is 
printed in the magazine, the 
Dingo will have been started 
and the Tiger will be in the 

paint shop, receiving some nice Tiger Stripes? 

See You in Tunisia  

Bye for now from Mad Monty  

P.S Rumour has it that the Sherman from the movie “Fury” may be built as well! 
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TRACK BASHING A TIGER 
LUKE HAYES 

 

BACKGROUND 

When the Tiger was first produced, it had both left and right sided tracks. The track links were 
mirrored, since they overhung the sprocket on the outside. Each vehicle used 96 links per side, and 
the track links were 725mm wide. 

After the first 20 Tiger tanks were produced, some smart engineer realized that they could use the 
same track link on both sides - all they had to do was reverse the tracks on the left side.  Since track 
links were always being replaced, this would greatly simplify logistics. From this point on, all Tiger 
tracks were right-handed. 

The first 20 tanks manufactured, with handed tracks, were split between the Russian front and Tunisia.  
Both of these areas saw the introduction of the Tiger into battle in late 1942. 

IN THE BOX 

The tracks come packed in a small plastic box. There is one zip-lock bag of track links and two small 
zip-lock bags of track pins (front and rear).  

 

THE BUILD 

The links require drilling out with a 0.6mm bit due to some of the links having flash and the holes 
shrinking as the white metal cools. 

After trying the 0.6mm I went for a 0.65mm drill bit as the holes were very tight and proved hard to 
get the resin pins to go in without bending them  

After the links were drilled they were cleaned up, front and back with a small diamond file to remove 
any flash  
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Each link has two pins, it one behind the back of the track pin and the other being on the front of the 
pin with the cotter ring fitted  

The early track pins on the Tiger had a cotter ring rather than a nut on its end to hold them to the link. 
This was later changed to a round nut held on with a separate small pin. The pins included in this set 
depict the correct cotter ring type suitable for the initial track type 

 

The links needed a bit of a wiggle to get the pin to drop in fully. 
I found it best to start with back pin before fitting the front pin, 
this only needed a light push to send it fully home  

I found that when a run of links where together they would 
start to snap the resin link pins. On closer inspection it seemed 
that the links had a very slight banana shape to them . 

So after much fighting with the links I decided to call it a day 
and order  Friulmodel set ATL-25 “Early Tiger 1 “ track links  

Again these are of the white metal type but instead off resin 
pins you get a real of wire to cut and insert in the links 

 

 

 

IN THE BOX “TAKE 2”  

The tracks come packed in a cardboard box with the 220 links in white metal in two bags dictating left 
and right tracks and a coil of gold looking wire 
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The links were given a light clean up as there was very little flash on them, with even the guide horns 
were clean. 

The links where worked on one side at a time so as to not mix the sides up.  

These were laid out and linked together to make a short run and pined together with the wire only. 
Some links needed a light drill out to make sure the holes where the same size, the wire was fitted to 
a link and then removed and placed against a drill bit. A bit of tape was placed on the drill bit at the 
end of the pin to mark its length, the drill was then used to drill into a scrap of wood. 

The wire was then put into the hole and cut, this way every batch of pins would be the same size.  

With the pins made they were placed into the links and a tiny dab of super glue was added on the end 
of each pin to hold it in place.  

YES MINISTER.  THE ONE ABOUT THE RED ARROWS 
WILL BOOTH 

I came across this lost script for the BBC TV Series… 

Scene: The Ministry, late one evening in 2018… 

Dramatis Personae (especially for those outside the UK and any who don’t recall the TV 
programme): 

Minister – the Secretary of State for the Department of Administrative Affairs 

Sir Humphrey – The minister’s chief civil servant, determined that the status quo should be 
preserved come what may 

Bernard – Sir Humphrey’s junior and right-hand-man; Sir Humphrey thinks he’s far too earnest and 
enthusiastic for a civil servant 

MINISTER: “Right you two; the PM’s just given me an awful earwigging about those ghastly, noisy 
show-offs, er, I mean the Red Arrows.  What’s happening about replacing their planes?” 

SIR HUMPHREY: “Well the Hawks are way out of budget, too old, too costly to run.  All the 
alternatives are turbo-props.” 

MINISTER: “The RAF couldn’t bear the thought of not being in jets, and we can’t condone using 
foreign aircraft or the press will kill us” 

SIR HUMPHREY: Hmmm 

MINISTER: Hmmm 

BERNARD: “What about those planes from Burma? 

SIR HUMPHREY: Bernard, how many times, its Myanmar!! 

BERNARD: Sorry sir, I mean those Spitfires we recovered from there?  Hundreds of Thousands of 
people turn out to see the Red Arrows and Hundreds of Thousands more turn out to see the Battle 
of Britain Flight?  Why not Red Arrow Spitfires? 

SIR HUMPHREY: Bernard, I’ve told you before, the BBMF includes Hurricanes, a Lancaster, a Dakota 
and 2 Chipmunks as well. 

BERNARD: Yes but the public thinks they’re all Spitfires…why not give them what they want? 

MINISTER: But aren’t Spitfires expensive and ancient? 

BERNARD: Well you can buy a freshly restored one for a couple of million, a whole squadron would 
be less than one new jet. 

MINISTER: But it’s  
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BERNARD: Nah, the only old bit is the dataplate on the firewall, everything else is replaced!  
Supposedly they fly better than wartime ones too, as they don’t need the armour, guns or 
ammunition if they’re for flying displays, so they’re much lighter.  It means they last longer and are 
less strained too. 

MINISTER: This is looking better and better. 

SIR HUMPHREY: They don’t have ejection seats to maintain and the CAA won’t throw a wobbly 
about fast jet aerobatics. 

MINISTER: But we still need some dataplates then?  What about these Spitfires from Bur…I mean 
Myanmar?  I thought that farmer only found some aluminium alloy stains where they’d corroded 
away? 

SIR HUMPHREY: Of course he did Minister, we don’t want any old aero-enthusiasts getting hold of 
several squadrons of brand-new combat aircraft, do we? 

MINISTER: So there were some? 

BERNARD: Of course minister.  We knew they were there all along, but once he started making a 
fuss we had to get them out pronto and do some covering up. 

SIR HUMPHREY: BERNARD!!! 

MINISTER: Do I want to know about this? 

SIR HUMPHREY: Probably not, Minister.  Don’t worry, nothing's been written down officially.  We 
came to an arrangement with the Generals there so that the boys from Hereford sorted out some 
trouble-makers and they let us bring back the Spitfires.  They’ve been sitting in containers at 
Marchwood for the last four years. 

MINISTER: But aren’t they er…how would you say…knackered after being buried for 70 years? 

BERNARD: Oh no minister they were carefully preserved before burial as a “strategic reserve” in 
case we needed them again out there at the time.  All the rubber and Perspex is a bit perished and 
needs replacing, but nothing like a full restoration is needed.  We’ve had one tried out to be sure, 
the US Government were very obliging about the use of Area 51.  I think they hope they can find 
some caches of Mustangs and Corsairs down in South America for the Thunderbirds and Blue 
Angels. 

MINISTER: Thunderbirds?  Blue Angels?…I think I need a drink. 

SIR HUMPHREY: Yes, apparently the Americans have the same concerns replacing the display planes 
for the USAF and USN.  The USAF can’t use F-22s or F-35s because they’re so stealthy no one can 
see them and their Admirals just like ships so don’t care about the aircraft for their display team. 

BERNARD: There are a few issues though, these are Mark Fourteens with low backs and Griffon 
engines, so they don’t look or sound exactly like a Battle of Britain Spitfire.  But they do have more 
power and better visibility for aerobatic formations. 

MINISTER: Will the public think they’re Spitfires? 

BERNARD: Yes 

MINISTER: Well, no need to let them think any differently then. 

SIR HUMPHREY: When they’re not displaying we can hire them out for movies, washable paint 
would work as they never film in the rain. 

BERNARD: And we can combine the Red Arrows and BBMF so that’s one whole unit off the books! 

MINISTER: Brilliant; Sir Humphrey, get it organised… 

SIR HUMPHREY: Yes, Minister. 
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Thus were the dice cast…  The BBMF was abolished and the Red Arrows got their new aircraft.  Rolls 
Royce restarted the Griffon production line and Ford’s redundant Transit factory at Eastleigh returned 
to building Spitfires as every other NATO air force needed to replace their display team aircraft with 
Spitfires too or be seen as war-mongering madmen; and Shepheard Neame beer was sold in every 
pub in the land.  Everybody in the country rejoiced, even the fast-jet jockeys of the Red Arrows, who 
it turned out, had really only ever wanted to be Spitfire pilots anyway! 

As for the model – take one Frog Mark Fourteen, add the low back canopy and conversion part from 
the Matchbox kit, paint it pillar box red and add the decals from a Revell Hawk.  And a smoke canister 
from an Eduard drop tank.  Bish, Bosh, Bash – the new Red Arrows for the 2019 Display season. 

MAY I PRESENT THE FUTURE OF THE RED ARROWS…… 
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CLUB DIARY 2018 

2018 

May 16th  Late Club Night   

June 6th 
June 20th   

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night  

June 2nd  IPMS Salisbury Show 

July 4th 
July 18th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night (US Competition) 

July 14th  ROMSEY MODELLERS SHOW  

August 1st  
August 15th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night 

August 5th 

August 12th 
Avon Model Show  
Boscombe Down Show  

September 5th  
September 19th 

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night (Vintage Model 
Competition) 

September 15th 

September 21st – 
24th 

IPMS Farnborough Show 

ROSMEY TOUR 2018 

October 3rd   
October 17th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night(Photo Night) October 13th /14th Bovington Autumn Show (TBC) 

November  7th 
November 21st   

Early Club Night 
Annual Competition 

November 
10th/11th 
November 18th 

November 25th 

Scale ModelWorld 2018 
 
Middle Wallop Show (TBC) 
Bugle Call 

December 5th 
December 18th  

Early Club Night 
Xmas Night 

  

 

Next Meeting: Wednesday May 16th            (8pm to 10pm) 

CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 
Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 
Magazine Editor Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 
Treasurer  Paul Adams 
Show Secretary  Mark Husband Tel: 07806 636208 email: ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk 
Competition Secretary   Sean Summers  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 
Paul Adams 
Gray Sharpling 
Malcolm Grant 

Luke Hayes 
Mark Husband 
Will Booth 

  

http://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/
file:///C:/Users/Administrator/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/info@romseymodellers.co.uk
file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
mailto:ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk
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FINDING US 

Ampfield Village 
Hall 
Morleys Lane 
Romsey 
Hampshire 
SO51 9BJ 

 

  

 

BACK ISSUES 

For those of you that are new to this publication is it worth noting that a full archive of The Romsey 
Modeller (now almost 100 issues) plus its predecessor “Update” are available on our web site at 
https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine 

    

 

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information 
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the 
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2018 

https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine

